
Job Title: Cultural Creative Product Designer
Job Type: Full time or Part time
Location: Battersea, London, UK
Working Hours: 9am-6pm (Mon.-Fri.)

ABOUT RED BOY
Have you ever visited the British Museum and been addicted to its gift shop? Exactly! We are
looking for designers and developers of those creative, lovely and delicate cultural products!
Culture plays an important role in the design field and will be a key design evaluation point in the
future. Designing ‘culture’ into modern product will be a trend in the global market, while the
intersection of design and culture becomes a key issue in market. Cultural connotations of design
problems have become increasingly prominent and the cultural elements must integrate into
design work to get development. Since cultural and creative product design is the re-exhibition of
culture, traditional culture spirit connotation and culture spirit nutrition should be grasped and
absorbed. The links following give you a better understanding of cultural creative products and a
clearer conception on what you will mainly create and the values you will made and enjoy :

 London's best gallery and museum gift shops
 AChinese article on Museum cultural creative gift products
 AChinese article introducing the creative gifts of British Museum

Red Boy a developer and international operator of cultural creative products, and our
forward-thinking Design Team is at the heart of an exciting times in our journey. We focus
our services on unique gifts and collectables across a range of product categories and themes. We
are offering an outstanding opportunity for a passionate designer to expand their creative abilities
and demonstrate creative flair, and an unbeatable chance to join our rapidly growing cultural
creative firm based in the centre of London. We will bring you and your works onto a
worldwide stage, and offer you chance to fast-track your career and become the best
designer you can be. The team's role is to deliver up-to-date inspiration and creative ideas across
areas of cultural tourism and creative industries. The open-plan work environment is vibrant,
challenging, and fast-paced within a creative and collaborative team. The fantastic team also
develops our own range of products from inception (packaging concept & design) all the way
through to marketing and promotion including campaigns and everything else in-between! We aim
to constantly evolve, innovate and create a stand-out Cultural-brand experience.

THE REWARDSAND BENEFITS

• Salary: Competitive basic of £18,000 to £30,000/year (DOE and based on full time); Part
time designers are paid according to the amount of the work

• Business traveling between the UK and Mainland of China or Taiwan
• Luxury holiday incentives and other incentive system

https://www.timeout.com/london/things-to-do/londons-best-gallery-and-museum-gift-shops
https://www.sohu.com/a/157228260_479920
http://www.sohu.com/a/241795096_99954114


THE ROLESAND KEYRESPONSIBILITIES

An exciting opportunity for the ideal candidate to exercise his/her creative skills crafting digitally
realistic images of a wide range of products including: giftware, daily-use, stationary, jewellery
and apparel. This is a varied and interesting role that has vast potential for development which
will allow you to apply your eye for design across a broad spectrum of themes from well-known
Eastern historical and classic cultures to beloved world cultural favourites like architectures,
humanity arts, ancient texts, religious murals, vintage and antiques, to name but a few. The
Product Designer/Artist will create computer-generated, realistic product images. You will work
closely with the project development department to realise and visually interpret ideas from brief
to completion, resulting in high quality and photo-realistic product renders which capture the
customer’s imagination and drive sales. We are looking for a strong team player to join us on our
journey in establishing Red Boy as the leading brand in cultural creative industry. Being a creative
designer is a very challenging career and not for the faint heart. As a Cultural Creative Product
Designer, you will be Responsible to:

• Overall Project Planning: sponsor and produce creative design ideas with clients’ cultural
and branded resources which will be in any creative form appropriate for the effective
accurate communication of design concepts and ideas for management review and approval.

• Inspiring creativity and innovation throughout all design work and undertaking research as
it relates to the design (product, historical, design references). Contribute to conceptual
exploration including mood boards and sketches prior to the design of a collection. Designing
a broad range of products, seeing a project through from concept to a final piece. Blue chip
brand controlled creative - under constraints of strong brand guidelines.

• Providing and delivering high quality design work in a fast-paced environment and taking
an active role in ensuring upcoming deadlines are met: from initial mock-up to final design
whilst assimilating constructive feedback: 1. Proficiency creating photo-realistic virtual
renders of products to a supplied brief - using Photoshop, Photography or 3D software; 2.
Working to product developers’ briefs - collaborating to understand the design and apply your
creative & technical skills to craft a photo-realistic product. 3. Photography - Utilising
camera and lighting in an in-house studio to photograph and retouch products for advertising;
4. Producing accurate, print ready art files – including decal art, labels, and instructions.

• Maintaining an awareness of emerging trends and new ideas, and translating these into
designs and collections. Reviewing competitors to keep up-to-date with the latest design
trends. Working alongside other designers and departments to assist in the development of
new designs, and effectively communicating with the team throughout the process.

• To provide creative leadership and direction for designers, ensuring the given brief is
satisfied, to included strategic design thinking and application.

• Liaising with production and manufacturer and to confirm the productbility of the designing.



KEY SKILLSAND KNOWLEDGE

We’re looking for someone who can demonstrate the following:

• Strong interest in cultural creative design with enthusiasm in giftware/collectables and the
way people choose and use products.

• Proficiencies: with advanced and excellent knowledge of Photoshop and Illustrator, and
experience with InDesign and Photography. Good knowledge of design process, full Creative
Suite with exceptionally strong experience to develop interpret design into 3D and the ability
to utilise the power of layer styles and layer effects to create a virtual realistic product image.
An awareness of responsive web and UI design would be very beneficial.

• Creative, talented, passionate, inspiring, open-minded.

• A problem solver and flexibility to react quickly to changing demands of the business. Use
initiative to run projects and solve problems independently. Eager to learn and adapt
existing skills to render photo-realistic products that generate sales.

• Strong attention to detail with good organisational skills, and with Craftsman Spirits.

• Strong design trend awareness, brand awareness and customer insight, including up to date
trend analysis.

• A lover with excellent abilities to learn and understand traditional and historical cultures,
and have innovative presenting skills to express the essence of the cultures.

• To be highly organised and with ability to remain calm under pressure, and meet deadlines.

• Excellent communication skills with team and senior management, listen to team members,
questions and delivery clearly articulated design rationale. Being collaborative and enjoys
working closely with teams to drive design solutions. The ability to visualise and interpret
other people’s ideas alongside the ability to be flexible and adapt to change when required.

• To be better with 2-5 years cultural creative design experience working on multiple
projects and successfully managing his/her personal workload.

• Language abilities of both English and Chinese will be beneficial.

APPLIESAND CONTACTS

We’re looking for a hands-on designer who can hit the ground running and demonstrates passion
for all things creative with a portfolio to back this up. Please supply a link to your portfolio or
examples of design-led cultural creative products rendering and 3-D design. Candidates
without a portfolio will not be considered. Applicants may be sent a preliminary art test before
being invited to an on-site interview. Demand for this role will undoubtedly be high and interview
will be arranged very soon. If you want to be considered, please apply ASAP. If you have any
questions about the role please contact Jay Gao on 07542858838 or info@redboy.co.uk.

mailto:info@redboy.co.uk

